
Information Challenge 1: Finding journal articles in History 

An old member recalled reading an article about management training in fourteenth-century 

Oxford in a printed journal (possibly an American history journal) in Balliol Library c.30-40 

years ago. He expressed an interest in tracking it down again. Balliol Library staff got stuck 

into some abstracts databases: 

 

 

 

 

 Rachel searched Iter, a database of literature pertaining to the 

Middle Ages and Renaissance with key phrases ‘medieval management training’ 

and ‘management training Oxford’. She found two abstracts for articles which 

she then tracked down on JSTOR via OxLIP+. 

1. Go to OxLIP+ and find a database. Search for Iter. 

 

 

2.  Click on Iter Bibliography in the results list to go through to the resource. You can 

find out more about the coverage of the resources in this list by clicking on the 

 

  

Abstract: a summary or abridgement of a text or document 

Databases of abstracts are a good place to start looking for readings (journals articles 

and books) to flesh out an essay. By looking at an abstract first, you can assess relevancy 

without reading the whole article. 

http://oxford1-direct.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/V/YJ8J4I7T4HGMGXB82JDMH46P55T34QVPBSU6AYYULG4YYD9L87-04191?func=find-db-1


3. Keyword search in Iter (‘medieval management training’ and, in a separate search, 

‘management training Oxford’)

  
 

4. Identify relevant results

 

 
 

5. Go to OxLIP+ and find an e-Journal. Search for ‘American Historical Review’ and 

then ‘Business History Review’. The Bodleian Libraries subscribe to several packages 

that offer access to these journals. The top option in the list for ‘American Historical 

Review’ provides the widest coverage (The first issue – 2008) so click through to 

JSTOR. 

 

 

 

http://oxford1-direct.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/V/YJ8J4I7T4HGMGXB82JDMH46P55T34QVPBSU6AYYULG4YYD9L87-04191?func=find-db-1


6. Search JSTOR for the article and download the full article as a PDF.

 
7. In the case of ‘Business History Review’, JSTOR does not provide access to anything 

before 1954. The article Rachel identified was published in 1945. ProQuest, the 

penultimate option in the list, offers access from 1926 so that is the place to search 

for the full text of the article. 

 

  Always check the coverage of databases and online journal providers to 

avoid wasting time on a search for something that is not on offer. 



 Fiona looked for relevant journal titles on the shelves in the Library. 

Then she searched the ‘American Historical Review’ on JSTOR through OxLIP+. 

She found the same article as Rachel.  

 

 Naomi tried searching Historical Abstracts, a database of 

…well…historical abstracts. She found nothing. This database started in 1954 

and all the relevant articles were published in the 1940s. Better luck next time! 

 

If you have an information challenge for the Balliol Library team, 

email it to library@balliol.ox.ac.uk 

https://www.facebook.com/BalliolCollegeLibrary/photos/a.145173475512114.59168.139745072721621/929197977109656/?type=1&relevant_count=1

